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strong enough t withstand bumping and rough handling under

nomp3al conditions. 612.The cases used for packing our transistor

radios are light but strong. 613.The export cases used to pack the

goods are strong enough to protect the instruments. 614.The cartons

lined with plastic sheets are waterproof. 615.we plan to use cardboard

boxes with iron straps for reinforcement. 616.Our strip scissors are

packed in boxes of one dozen each, 200 boxes to a wooden case.

617.We’ll pack them 10 dozen to one carton, gross weight around

25Kg a carton. 618.Our export fruit knives are packed in boxex of

100 dozen each. 619.The packing of our men’s shirts is each in a

polybag, 5 dozen to a carton lined with waterproof paper and bound

with two iron straps outside. 620.Our cotton prints are packed in

cases lined with draft paper and waterproof paper, each consisting of

30 pieces with 5 colors for on design. 621.The cigars are packed 5

pieces to a small packet, 20 packets to a carton,144 cartons to a

cardboard container. 622.These cartons are well protected against

moisture by plastic lining. 623.All the goods will be packed according

to the special way you require. 624.As requested, the shirts will be

packed in waterproof material. 625.We plan to use cardboard or

plastic cartons for the outer packing. 626.You goods will be packed

in wooden cases with tin-lining and iron hoops. 627.The goods we

packed in new and sound jute bags, each containing about 200



pounds. 628.The cartons are well protected against moisture by

polythene sheet lining. 629.If the goods are packed in cartons, any

traces of pilferage will be in evidence, therefore the insurance

company may be made to pay the necessary compensation for such

losses. 630.Such packing has also been accepted by our insurance

company for WPA and TPND. 100Test 下载频道开通，各类考试
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